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SKETCH OF KASHMIRI GRAMMAR,

WBITTEN GHABACTEB. —Three alphabets are in current use in the Kash-

mir Valley,—the Persian, the Nagari, and the j§arada. Besides these, the Takarl cha-

racter is used in writing the Kashtawari dialect and the mixed dialects of the hills.

The last named will be dealt with under the head of Kashtawari. T?he Persian charac-

ter is used by Musalmans, and by Hindus who have come under the influence of

Musalman education. It is also the character employed at the present day by Christian

Missionaries in writing books designed for natives of the country. Its vowel system is

quite inadequate for the representation of the complicated vowel-sounds of the language.

The Nagari character has a limited use amongst Hindus, and of late years has been more

employed 'than formerly. The use of these two characters in writing Kashmiri is dealt

with on pp. 257ff. post.

The ^aradi, character is the ancient indigenous character of Kashmir. It is allied to

Nagari, being built on the same system, and corresponding with it letter for letter, but

the forms of the letters differ greatly. It is more closely allied to the Takri alphabets

of the Panjab hills, but, unlike them, is perfectly regular in its use and has a complete

array of signs for the different vowels. It is still generally used by Hindus and is

taught in their schools. Each letter is given a separate name, so that, for instance,

a is named ddau a ; initial i is named yayav ye ; non-initial i is named munthar ; kha in

named khoni kho ; ksha is
v named koP veth* ksha ; and so on for the others.

No types are now available for this character,1 and hence in the following pages, the

Nagari character will be used as its substitute. To make up the deficiency a brief

account of the §arada alphabet is Ijere appended. In the first table I have added the

corresponding letters of the alphabet used in Kashtawar (Kishtwar), which may be

looked upon as the connecting link between the §arada and the $&kri alphabets of the

Northern Pafijab.

1 See the footnote on p. 238 ante.
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When Towels follow wnwnAnts they take the following forms. Virama, is, takes

the form 1 . In order to show how they are joined, it and all the vowels are lino

given as added to the letter U pa. Tims:—

\f\ * iff H ft.Hirt^ y **> vj*

¥ *** £ rfi* *% j* t^ j>& v j*

In adding theee vowels there are a lew irregularities* As shown above, non-initial

S is usually indicated by a short Wank triangle suspended from the top line, thus -*

The lottos (* *«, jn ;«, C fa and ci *a> have already a similar stroke on

the right, and, with non-initial 4, this stroke and the following vowel combine into a

kind of semicircle or hollow triangle, thus -^ , so that we get V Mf f j&>

In the following esses non-initial « takes a form more nearly resembling that em*

ployed in Nigarl:—

$1 **» fj #*» *j j**, If **• J £*»

Similarly non-initial « takes a varying form in the following :—

^fi **» H **• W y**t ^ *«» ^ i«»

^ ##,
J*
W vj Hi, ?| I*.

Conjunct consonants as a rule present no difficulty* Here we may mention that

when r is the first member of a conjunct consonant, it does mot change its form, thus,

i rka. When it is the second member, it takes the form X. as in X £ra*

When ya is the second member of a conjunct consonant, it takes the form C~

as in 2f lyo.

For further particulars regarding the £arada alphabet reference may he made to an
article by the present writer on pp. 677ff of the Journal of the Royal Atiatic Society

for 1916, entitled ' On the Sarsda Alphabet.*
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